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ABSTRACT

We present Knock the Reality, an interaction technique for virtual in-
terface registration in mixed reality (MR). When a user knocks on a
physical object, our technique identifies the object based on a knock-
ing sound and registers a customizable virtual interface onto the
object. Unlike computer vision-based methods, our approach does
not require continuously processing image information. Instead, we
utilize audio features which are less computationally expensive. This
work presents our implementation and demonstrates an interaction
scenario where a user works in MR. Overall, our method offers a
simple and intuitive way to register MR interfaces.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer
interaction (HCI)—Interaction techniques

1 INTRODUCTION

Mixed reality (MR) headsets can provide helpful digital augmen-
tations to the physical world. Unlike smartphones and computers,
where the contents are typically enclosed within limited screen space,
MR allows virtual interfaces to be placed in a 3D world. Users can
easily leverage the information presented in the virtual space to
complete different everyday tasks [6]. For example, when a user
looks at a physical calendar, they may also have the daily schedule
streamed as the virtual interface to enrich the daily tasks.

There are two essential considerations around the aforementioned
MR interaction experience. First, users should be able to change
their information needs on the go. That is, the virtual information
should only be displayed if needed by the user. Otherwise, it must be
disabled to avoid visual clutter. Second, the virtual interface should
be aligned with the relevant physical object (e.g., the daily schedule
is close to the calendar) to provide more prompt and suitable informa-
tion. To fulfill both considerations, we developed Knock the Reality,
a technique that leverages sound and hand position information for
virtual interface registration in MR.

Previous works utilizing sound show great promise in enabling
new interactions [7]. For example, Laput et al. [5] classified sound
effects for real-time user activity recognition, which can enable
context-aware assistants. Chen et al. [3] built a system that lever-
aged the acoustic signals generated by sliding fingers on a table for
tracking input operations. More relevant to our work, Shi et al. [8]
utilized the knocking sound collected from a smartwatch to con-
trol Interact-of-Things (IoT) devices with passive physical objects.
Gong et al. [4] further extended the approach to incorporate motion
vibration data for more robust object identification.
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Figure 1: Overview of Knock the Reality in mixed reality passthrough.

Our work extends existing studies to enable new interactions in
MR. In contrast to previous research, our technique enriches the
user’s virtual experience by using physical components. Specifically,
we utilize the output from the physical world (i.e., generated sound
by interacting with a physical object) as the input to the virtual world
through the headset’s microphone. Furthermore, we combine the
recognized sound information with the location of a user’s hand to
attach object-tailored virtual interfaces to a corresponding position
in the world space. For example, when a user knocks a calendar
in the physical space, a timetable will be displayed in the virtual
space near the calendar (based on the hand’s position when the
knock was detected) to provide helpful information to the user.
In addition, we highlight that our method does not rely on real-
time object recognition based on computer vision, which can be
computationally expensive. Our technique provides a simple and
intuitive method to register MR interfaces.

In this work, we present an initial implementation of Knock the
Reality and illustrate example applications to demonstrate its use
cases in a scenario where a user can work seamlessly in both virtual
and physical workspaces in MR.

2 KNOCK THE REALITY

The overview of our method is shown in Figure 1. The system con-
sists of an MR headset and a sound detection model using machine
learning. The user is in the MR passthrough mode and can see the
surrounding environment. The user can register a virtual interface
to the object in the MR space by producing a knocking sound on a
real-world object. In this section, we show the system workflow and
implementation of Knock the Reality.

2.1 System Workflow
The system workflow includes three steps as follows

1. Knock – The user knocks a real-world object twice to generate
a knocking sound.

2. Detect – The headset’s microphone receives the knocking
sound that is subsequently detected by the classifier. The
classifier also identifies the object that is being knocked.

3. Register – To place the virtual interface in relation to the
knocked object, the interface is registered at the hand posi-
tion that is captured by the built-in camera of the headset.
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Figure 2: Workflow of Knock the Reality.
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Figure 3: Illustration of sound detection for knock events.

2.2 Implementation
To detect and identify the knocking sound, we trained a 2-layer
convolutional neural network (CNN) model for classifying the audio
inputs from the headset’s microphone [1]. The classifier utilizes
a sliding window with a 1-second width and a 0.8-second stride
size to segment the audio stream. For demonstration, we include
four sound classes – silence, knock (locker), knock (calendar), and
knock (tabletop) – for different everyday objects. The illustration
for sound detection is shown in Figure 3. The sound segments
are converted to spectrograms as inputs to the CNN model. A
registration event is triggered when a non-silence class is detected.
Our implementation is based on Unity and Meta Quest 2.

3 EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

To demonstrate a proof-of-concept use case, we show three exam-
ples utilizing the knock interactions in a mixed reality scenario, as
illustrated in Figure 4. In particular, the user is in a workspace in
both physical world and virtual world while sitting in front of a
desk. When needed, the user can quickly switch to MR and bring
a surrounding physical object into virtual world. For example, we
consider the following use cases:

• Time and weather – The user wants to know current time and
the weather, and knocks on the locker that is by the table.
A virtual information panel showing hourly weather is then
registered by the real-world locker.

• Calendar – The user wants to check the incoming events, and
knocks a physical calendar on the table. The corresponding
digital calendar with the agenda is then registered by the real-
world calendar.

• Switch scenes – The user wants to switch virtual scenes or
virtual environments, and knocks the tabletop. The scene is
then switched to a virtual office with the virtual table registered
at the user’s front.

Overall, we envision that our technique can be used in the sce-
narios to mix the virtual and physical world with interactive digital
interfaces such as information panels (e.g., weather, online calendar,
device status) and digital twins (e.g., a registered virtual-physical
furniture). We highlight that our technique can be used for bridging
the physical world and the digital world in an interactive way.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our method provides a simple and intuitive way to register MR
interfaces through knock interactions. Our proof-of-concept scenario
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Figure 4: Examples of knock interactions in MR passthrough.

demonstrates the use cases of our approach in an MR workspace. In
future work, we aim to further expand the design space of sound-
based interactions such as everyday objects with different shapes and
materials. Other than everyday objects, we can incorporate Knock
the Reality with 3D prints that can generate pre-defined sounds with
user interaction [2] that can be considered as shortcuts for enhancing
interactivity in mixed-reality.
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